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10 Landscapes of Variance
Working the Gap between 
Design and Nature

Ed Wall and Mike Dring

By drawing a diagram, a ground plan of a house, a street plan to the location of 
a site, or a topographic map, one draws a “logical two dimensional picture.” A 
“logical picture” differs from a natural or realistic picture in that it rarely looks 
like the thing it stands for.

Robert Smithson
A Provisional Theory of Non-Sites, 1968

10.1  INTRODUCTION

Between the abstractions of design and interventions in the land, there are variances, 
deviations, and gaps. These manifest as a physical interstice between the resistant 
conditions of the land and conceptualized interventions, and they reveal moments in 
the design process that refuse the seamless transitions from the schematic to the real-
ized. As landscapes are repeatedly transformed through the dynamic relationships 
between people and the land, these gaps open up questions and spaces of creative 
possibility. Smithson wrote that between site and non-site, exists “a space of meta-
phorical significance” (1968). He proposed non-site as an abstraction of a physical 
geographical site that can come to represent the site but without the need to resemble 
it, his indoor earthworks constructing a new logic and potentially physical relation-
ship between land and occupant.

As Smithson’s non-sites were created to represent a physical site, so designed 
landscapes are formed that represent specific relationships between people and the 
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194 Revising Green Infrastructure

land (Waterman and Wall 2012). Rather than what Corner describes as “unmediated 
environments” (1999, 153), landscapes exist as ideas, speculations, and representa-
tions of our relationship with the land manifesting themselves through drawings, 
paintings, films, diagrams, writing, and three-dimensional forms. For Smithson, 
the space between the site and the non-site is fundamentally metaphorical with the 
potential to become “physical metaphorical material” (1968); however, we argue 
that, in design, the variances between the schematic and the physical establish tan-
gible spatiotemporal environments that reach beyond the symbolic.

As designers work with landscape and navigate through design processes, dis-
junctions can appear and contradictions can occur. This chapter examines these 
shifting and unstable states that open up their inherent possibility. It proposes 
that these variances be explored and interrogated, offering a focus to the design 
process rather than a peripheral concern that is ignored or concealed. It also 
argues that, through designing landscapes, the dynamic interactions of social and 
environmental processes should be taken as the principal generators of spatial 
forms and are not merely understood as a background that can be engaged with 
or enhanced aesthetically. Through focusing on the formation of space through 
process, the chapter questions the continued dominance of landscape by the sce-
nographic. This visual approach, associated with the commodification of land 
and image for diverse global and local markets, continues despite the ambition of 
designers and proclamations to the contrary (Waldheim 2002). In recent decades, 
landscape has been recovered as a design medium and a method for engaging with 
the land (Corner 1999); however, there remain fundamental contradictions that 
require elucidation.

The site of this chapter is Fresh Kills. This is a landscape of waste on New York’s 
Staten Island that has maintained a focus of artistic engagement for almost half a 
century. Through a series of studies, installations, performances, and designs, what 
was once the largest landfill site in the world has been worked, making explicit as 
well as concealing the landscape processes of waste (see Figure 10.1). This chapter 

FIGURE 10.1 Between the abstract proposals for Fresh Kills and the interventions that are 
realized are spaces of exploration and interrogation. (Courtesy of Mike Dring.)
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195Landscapes of Variance

examines the work of these artists and designers. It reveals the questions that have 
opened up and the gaps left unresolved. Through examining their engagement with 
this vast landscape, the chapter attempts to expose the significance and potential 
of these moments of contradiction, ruptures in the relationship between people and 
land.

10.2  VARIANCES IN FRESH KILLS

The most recent reincarnation of Fresh Kills is as a public park. In 2001, Lifescape, 
a design proposal led by Field Operations, won an international design competition 
to remake the massive landfill site that had been closed the same year (see Figure 
10.2). Conceptualized and later developed into a master plan that was published in 
2006, Lifescape proposed to transform the 2200-acre (890-hectare) landfill site into 
a public park for the city (New York City Department of Planning 2006). This was 
the first major project win for the landscape architect James Corner, who founded 
Field Operations with the architect Stan Allen, leading to the Lifescape proposition 
being widely published, critiqued, and praised even before even the master plan was 
complete (Pollak 2002; Waldheim 2002, 2006).

Elegant layered diagrams dominate the competition and master plan documents. 
They present the design as a landscape of layers (see Figure 10.3), a palimpsest of 
proposed spaces and networks overlaid onto the engineered mounds of remediating 
landfill. This propositional approach appropriates and advances analytical techniques 
advocated by Ian McHarg (1969). As a landscape architect practicing with Wallace 
McHarg Roberts & Todd and teaching at the University of Pennsylvania, McHarg 
described a way of analyzing landscape by categorizing differing physiographic and 

FIGURE 10.2 Redundant landfill machinery repurposed to display promotional landscape 
images within the physical site of Fresh Kills. (Rendering by James Corner Field Operations, 
courtesy of the City of New York.)
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196 Revising Green Infrastructure

NEW PROGRAM

NEW CIRCULATION

NEW HABITAT

Surface water

Soil cover

Impermeable liner

Gas extraction network

Liquid collection
and containment

150 million tons of waste

Wetland prior to 1948

FIGURE 10.3 The layers of the Lifescape master plan expose separation between historic 
processes of waste and wetlands and the proposed new program, habitats, and circulation 
above. (Image used with permission of the New York City Department of Planning. All rights 
reserved.)
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197Landscapes of Variance

social values and superimposing overlay maps to determine sites for conservation 
and intervention. Decades before the design of the Fresh Kills Park by his student 
Corner, McHarg had brought together a team of specialists to interrogate the land-
scape of Staten Island demonstrating this method of separating out the information 
of the landscape into layers and then recombining them to give different readings. 
Described in the seminal publication Design with Nature (1969), McHarg was con-
cerned with analyzing the landscape to demonstrate the “least-social-cost/maximum- 
social-benefit” of a proposed highway that transected Fresh Kills (1969, 35).

This technique, which has since been embraced by many designers working with 
landscape, was comprehensively appropriated in the design of the Lifescape master 
plan. In his mappings, McHarg presents existing conditions, such as wildlife, recre-
ation, residential, land, soil slope, drainage, and erosion, and then overlays them to 
show areas for potential development or preservation (see Figure 10.4); in Lifescape, 
similar existing layers of wetlands, landfill waste, and engineered infrastructure are 
combined in diagrams but then strategically layered over with proposed program, 
circulation, and habitat (New York City Department of Planning 2006).

The Lifescape design for Fresh Kills Park has become an archetype in ecolog-
ically responsive designed landscape. For the design of Fresh Kills Park, Corner 
embraced the remaining traces of ecologically diverse wetland conditions as well 
as the imposition of the landfill waste that had created giant mounds of garbage and 

RECREATION VALUES RESIDENTIAL VALUES

WILDLIFE VALUES INSTITUTIONAL VALUES

COMPOSITE: ALL SOCIAL VALUES

0 ½ 1 MILES 2 0 ½ 1 MILES 2

0 ½ 1 MILES 2

0 ½ 1 MILES 2

0 ½ 1 MILES 2

FIGURE 10.4 Layered approach to landscape analysis as advocated by Ian L. McHarg on 
Staten Island, New York. (Courtesy of WRT.)
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198 Revising Green Infrastructure

damaging runoffs of leachate. Over three decades, the Lifescape design sets out to 
enhance the ecologies of the site while simultaneously capturing the productivity of 
waste processes to form a landscape that remediates through both plant growth and 
waste decomposition. Beneath this layered proposal and in place before work on 
the park began, an engineered clay cap and a gas extraction network draws the gas 
produced by this “living and breathing, potentially frightening, cyborg landscape” to 
provide energy for the surrounding neighborhoods (Pollak 2002, 59).

The design of Lifescape has been through layers of infrastructure, program, and 
habitats. “New program,” “new circulation,” and “new habitat” are highlighted as 
the Lifescape master plan’s contribution to a landscape already transformed since the 
landfill operations ceased (New York City Department of Planning 2006, 12). These 
three propositions sit atop two other prespecified layers: surface water that flows 
across the four sealed giant mounds of garbage and a six-inch depth of soil that will 
facilitate the new habitats proposed in the master plan. Beneath this lays a two-foot-
thick barrier protection material, a drainage layer, an impermeable plastic liner, a gas 
vent layer, and, finally, lying directly on the waste, a soil barrier layer.

This layering of the master plan accentuates the disconnection between the condi-
tions of waste and the new park. What Linda Pollak describes as a “relatively conser-
vative” system of impermeable layers of clay and membranes forms a divide between 
the history of the site and a purified vision that will emerge (2002, 59). This “reflects 
a desire to ignore our waste” through concealing the history of wetlands, 150 mil-
lions tons of waste, and a gas extraction network that intermix below (Pollak 2002, 
59). The layering approach to the design appears an apt technique for a proposal 
which follows an engineered solution that ignores the potential interactions between 
the layers and, instead, separates them out. The conservative approach and the lack 
of experimentation by the designers and engineers disengage with the challenges and 
contradictions of this landscape: “Buried garbage does not biodegrade; it becomes 
inert. Slicing open the mound in 2030 might produce a still readable newspaper” 
(Pollak 2002, 60).

Penetrating the protective clay layer is a network of concrete nodes in a grid pat-
tern across the new park. These geometric grids are the surface manifestation of 
the gas collection system that collects methane below and distributes it to the local 
community. Corner (2006, 31) describes grids as particularly effective for “extend-
ing a framework across a vast surface for flexible and changing development over 
time.” The grid, he claims, provides “legibility and order” as well as “new opportuni-
ties” for a landscape of infrastructure rather than one dominated by object making. 
Represented in the Lifescape master plan, these ideas are manifest in the gas extrac-
tion and collection infrastructure that follows a notional 200-foot grid laid over the 
former landfill park (see Figure 10.5). However, in places, the realized grid deviates 
from the 200-foot diagrammatic grid, leaving many of the gas collection well heads 
forming a distorted arrangement. Their composition, contrasting the conceptualized 
grid, reveals a gap between what was physically constructed and the abstract gridded 
diagram.

These physical gaps raise questions. They suggest a disjuncture in the move from 
the schematic to the constructed, and they suggest an interruption in the design pro-
cess or a resistance of the land against the abstract diagram. What caused the well 
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199Landscapes of Variance

heads to be inconsistently placed? Did the conditions of the waste resist the imposi-
tion of the grid? What were the events of installing the grid? These gaps in the pro-
cess, however, are not exclusive to the redevelopment of Fresh Kills. The difficulty 
of fully reconciling abstract proposals with the reality of sites is part of realizing 
designed landscapes. When they are not fully resolved, they are often seen as fail-
ures in the design process; these deviations, variations, and gaps are too often over-
looked in reality, concealed in drawings, or smoothed over in construction.

Fresh Kills park is a landscape deployed as camouflage, creating the “magic dis-
appearing act” described by Pollak (2002, 59–60). Fundamental to the design is an 
emphasis on processes of selected ecosystems and a programmatic engagement with 
the land. In the initial proposal, the designers describe nature as “no longer the image 
we look at, out there, but the field we inhabit” (Field Operations 2001, 7), reflecting 
an interest in image that Corner had written about two years earlier in his essay 
“Eidetic Operations and New Landscapes” (1999). Corner describes “landscape’s 
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FIGURE 10.5 Engineered grid of concealed gas collection infrastructure contained beneath 
impermeable substrate. (Image used with permission of the New York City Department of 
Planning. All rights reserved.)
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200 Revising Green Infrastructure

dark side,” where landscape is viewed as a passive object that can be controlled and 
possessed, and he criticizes those who overlook the “ideological, estranging and 
aestheticizing effects of detaching the subject from the complex realities of partici-
pating in the world” (1999, 156). In the Lifescape proposal diagrams of movement, 
programming and phasing illustrate the long-term ambitions for the park but remain 
offset with enticing scenographic photo collages. Despite a critical stance against 
the “dark side” of traditional forms of landscape representation, Corner struggles 
to dislodge the need to communicate through the scenographic visual image or find 
alternative ways to represent his designed landscapes.

Since its definition through picturesque landscape painting, landscape as a repre-
sentational medium has provided a filtering and illusory effect (Dixon Hunt 1994). 
As a picture, these landscapes have consistently presented the world so that they can 
be “seen more pleasantly” and “visited more safely” (1992, 5). At Fresh Kills, the 
layered approach to the designed landscape offers an accessible veneer of ecological 
richness and purified programming, which are materially separated from perceived 
hazards of the waste below. This is a safe designed landscape, leaving unchallenged 
the contradictions that are present and either unable or unwilling to question the 
engineered assumptions that have already been made.

10.3  FRESH KILL INTERVENTION

Through land and environmental art in the 1960s, alternative understandings of 
the interrelationships between people and their environments emerged. The artis-
tic interpretation of these relationships offers an alternative appreciation of site 
and formal intervention, one that moves beyond visual representations as demon-
strated in Smithson’s speculation of metaphorical gaps between site and non-site. 
Although both picturesque and land art forms can be seen as interpretive, it is 
the critical position that the latter occupies in framing ecological and societal 
concerns that gives it contemporary currency. Central to Smithson’s work was his 
reading of entropy, a riposte to the minimal art movement of the 1960s, which he 
saw as embodying a systematic reduction of time (Lee 2001, 40). Originally a sci-
entific term related to the second law of thermodynamics, entropy is described as 
a dissipating force within the universe, driving the physical world from a system 
of order to maximal disorder (Lee 2001, 39). Smithson and his younger contem-
porary Gordon Matta-Clark were concerned with making work that revealed its 
temporal, de-evolutionary nature. Entropy became a heavily worked metaphor not 
only in ecological terms, but in confronting issues of economics, energy, prop-
erty, and consumption (Smithson 1973).

Site-specificity was also fundamental to the subjects and practices of Smithson 
and Matta-Clark. Smithson tended to give his work monumental significance 
through its indoor displacement as an act of removal that located entropy at its origin 
(Lee 2001, 54). Conversely, Matta-Clark’s most renowned work was concerned with 
creating new social and artistic space through what he termed “anarchitectural” inci-
sions (Lee 2001, 55), often resulting in complete destruction of the host, most appar-
ent through his numerous building cuts. This “non-umental” tendency reinforced the 
temporal nature of his work, internalizing historical loss through entropic remove. 
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201Landscapes of Variance

While site can be seen as a constant concern in Matta-Clark’s work, the critical sub-
ject varies as does its relationship with the site.

Shot within the operational Fresh Kills landfill site, Matta-Clark’s film Fresh 
Kill of 1972 offers an alternative dialectic. Contrary to his (an)architectural works in 
which the subject and the site are one and the same, here, the subject, represented by 
his truck, Herman Meydag, and the site, the then-working landfill that gives the film 
its title, feature as costars. The film draws on the dual meaning of the term “kill” as 
the watercourses that define the inner boundaries of the landfill site and the destruc-
tive acts captured within. Central to the film is the violent crash and crushing of 
Herman Meydag through the apparatus of the landfill operations (see Figure 10.6), 
the pulverized remains of Matta-Clark’s beloved truck left to be buried along with 
the other everyday waste. Unlike many of Matta-Clark’s other films that play on 
human relationships, Fresh Kill is notable for its absence of biological actors apart 
from Matta-Clark himself as driver and conductor along with flocks of gulls inter-
spersed among the movie footage.

The narrative of the site is captured in the film, an endless cycle of consumption, 
sorting, and depositing, a violent terminal repurposed as peaceful burial ground. 
This inversion of the monument through the personalization and mortification of an 
inanimate object raises questions of value and use to both subject and site as corpse, 
ruin, and memorial, a place with history. The move from an alienated, universal-
ized realm of waste processing to a place with an applied “use-value,” ascribed by 
Matta-Clark’s destructive acts and recorded through the film, articulates a paradigm 
for a deeper and more critical stance on the interconnections between identity and 

FIGURE 10.6 Still from Fresh Kill video by Gordon Matta-Clark. (© 2014 Estate of Gordon 
Matta-Clark/Artists Rights Society [ARS], New York, DACS London.)
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202 Revising Green Infrastructure

landscape where history and time are given greater authority in shaping future pat-
terns and relationships with the land. Through the film and the actions within, the 
site and the externally perceived understanding of the site are subject to entropic pro-
cesses that interrupt the previously accepted use-values and patterns. The symbiosis 
between urban growth and decay is revealed through the film, the site romanticized 
as ruinous with a rich archaeology of 20th-century consumer culture, a literal and 
metaphorical layered landscape.

10.4  FRESH KILLS RESIDENCY

Artist Mierle Laderman Ukeles, a contemporary of Gordon Matta-Clark, has been simi-
larly concerned with property, consumption, and waste. Her long-term association with 
Fresh Kills is representative of her often epic artistic practice. Following her Manifesto 
for Maintenance Art in 1969, which was underpinned by core themes of maintenance, 
gender, remediation, and the environment, Ukeles began a series of art projects that ulti-
mately brought her to interrogate the Fresh Kills landfill site itself. A proposed exhibi-
tion, Care (1969), drew from the manifesto and set the vision for her artistic engagement:

Every day, containers of the following kinds of refuse will be delivered to the museum: 
(1) the contents of one sanitation truck; (2) a container of polluted air; (3) a container 
of polluted Hudson River; (4) a container of ravaged land. Once at the exhibition, each 
container will be serviced: purified, depolluted, rehabilitated, recycled, and conserved 
by various technical, and/or pseudo-technical, procedures either by myself or by sci-
entists. These servicing procedures are repeated throughout the duration of the exhibi-
tion. (Ukeles 1969, 4)

The ambitious but unrealized exhibition aimed to intentionally break down tra-
ditional boundaries between artists, people, and land. Proposing direct interactions 
beyond conventional relationships and reaching beyond the constraints of formal 
art galleries, Ukeles’ work attempts to expose awkward juxtapositions, ask difficult 
questions, and address societal prejudice. Following her appointment as artist-in-
residence with the New York City Department of Sanitation, an unlikely meeting 
of utility and culture, Ukeles began a yearlong project, Touch Sanitation (1979). 
This work involved the artist personally meeting all of the 8500 sanitation workers 
(see Figure 10.7), documenting their stories, shaking them by the hand, and saying, 
“Thank you for keeping NYC alive.” Touch Sanitation was to bring Ukeles to Staten 
Island’s Fresh Kills, and over the following decades, she would return many times.

Although Ukeles’ residency with the Department of Sanitation was unsalaried, 
in 1989, she received a Percent for Art commission to work on Fresh Kills through 
which she has developed numerous proposals and exhibitions. Her contract described 
her as “Artist of the Fresh Kills Landfill” (Ukeles 2002a). Ukeles initially worked on 
landfill sites across New York City in every borough except for Manhattan, where 
there are none. She developed proposals for earthworks within these sites as well as 
the project Re-Raw Recovery, which aimed to make these spaces of waste more pub-
lic, opening them to “all kinds of creators” (Ukeles 2002a). Although the opposite 
occurred, as a series of environmental legislations made all the landfill sites except 
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203Landscapes of Variance

for Fresh Kills inaccessible, Ukeles continued to express an interest in how these 
spaces are made and remade and those involved in the process.

Through her commission with the department, Ukeles was linked to the team 
selected to design a park for the landfill site that was announced to close in 2001. 
She wrote in anticipation of this engagement, “I’ve been waiting to get to work here 
for 24 years. Even though I’ve been absorbing the place all these years and creating 
various art works and texts about it, I’ve been waiting for a master design team to 
be organized to begin permanent work here” (Ukeles 2002a). The first phase was 
a research and reconnaissance project, Penetration and Transparency Morphed, a 
collaboration with filmmakers Kathy Brew and Roberto Guerra that extended her 
interest in how the site would be remade (see Figure 10.8). The work formed part 

FIGURE 10.7 Touch Sanitation performed by Mierle Laderman Ukeles across the sites 
of waste in New York City. (Courtesy of Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, New York, http://www 
.feldmangallery.com.)

FIGURE 10.8 Mierle Laderman Ukeles documents the early remediation and containment 
of waste at Fresh Kills in Penetration and Transparency Morphed. (Courtesy of Ronald 
Feldman Fine Arts, New York, http://www.feldmangallery.com.)
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204 Revising Green Infrastructure

of her Morphing Challenges series that initially described three transformational 
layers of the landfill later to be joined by a fourth as the site was reopened in 2001 
to accommodate the debris from the collapsed World Trade Center towers (Ukeles 
2002b). Layer two defined the landfill closure and capping procedures, which Ukeles 
recorded through videos of the still-inaccessible post-industrial landscape set along-
side interactions with those involved. What amounted to 21 individuals that Ukeles 
terms “pathfinders” represented the experts involved in the regeneration of Fresh 
Kills, including the director of landfill engineering, technicians, planners, theoreti-
cians, and local residents (http://www.peconicgreengrowth.org). Through this work, 
Ukeles referenced the site’s multilayered complexity not only in its reengineering but 
through its reconception as a public space.

As the Lifescape project progressed from a competition-winning entry into the draft 
master plan, Ukeles’ project Morphing Timelines: Energy, as seen  in Figure 10.9, 
was included in the Lifescape: Fresh Kills Draft Master Plan (New York City 
Department of Planning 2006). Ukeles is cited as a collaborator within the team 
led by Field Operations, her work framing the “Art and Culture” section, like a 
layer within a stacked proposal, held in place between the “Structures Plan” and 
the “Landscape and Habitat Plan” (New York City Department of Planning 2006, 
24–29). Morphing Timelines: Energy reveals the gridded energy system that collects 
gas from the deteriorating waste below, including “tiny, delicate points of light” that 
were to mark the grid of methane gas well heads (New York City Department of 
Planning 2006, 26). Unlike her previous work, this simple project merely adds to the 
engineered system rather than engaging with its operations.

10.5  DISCUSSIONS

… there seems indifference towards penetrating beneath the mound’s grassy surfaces 
continuing an Anglo-American tradition of deploying landscape as camouflage or a 
mask for abused land.

Linda Pollak
Fresh Kills—Sublime Matters, 2002

FIGURE 10.9 Morphing Timelines offers a delicate addition to the gas collection well 
heads and to the Fresh Kills master plan, Lifescape. (Courtesy of Ronald Feldman Fine Arts, 
New York, http://www.feldmangallery.com.)
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205Landscapes of Variance

There are multiple narratives that define Fresh Kills. And there are differences 
between them and gaps within them. These interventions and interrogations of Fresh 
Kills on Staten Island offer narratives of ecological, landscape, architectural, engi-
neered, and artistic process; they arise as contradictions between the envisioned and 
realized and represent spaces of latent potential with creative, social, and ecologi-
cal gains. Extending from shortly after the Fresh Kills landfill site first opened to 
decades beyond its reimagination as a public park, these contrasting approaches to 
the site expose inconsistencies in past engagements and open up further questions of 
the site itself.

These approaches open up spaces in the horizontal field of the Fresh Kills park. 
They reveal tangible measures, as shown in Figure 10.10, between where gas col-
lection well heads were intended and where they were ultimately constructed. They 
suggest subterranean conditions of waste, geology, or landform that were incompat-
ible with what was expected through the engineered process. These gaps, which have 
spatial and temporal measures, can be appropriated to inform future design interven-
tions. These successive interventions, by Matta-Clark, Ukeles, and Field Operations, 
are enacted in the context of what has come before and should benefit from ideas 
generated in the past. These gaps that open up between abstract design diagrams, 
the built reality, and the unpredictable outcomes could be worked to offer creative, 
social, and ecological gains. They infer narratives yet to be explored and potential 
unrealized. Future interventions could interrogate these moments as well as new 
conditions when the waste below becomes inert and the cap begins to break up and 
when social conditions inform new demands for Fresh Kills.

Instead of vertically layering up programs and processes onto the site, existing 
processes can be understood as redirected, adapted, and combined. The continu-
ation of McHarg’s analytical layering approach into a methodology through which 

(b)(a)

FIGURE 10.10 Representations of spaces of variance between (a)  the abstract well head grid 
and (b) their constructed locations across Fresh Kills. (Courtesy of Mike Dring and Ed Wall.)
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206 Revising Green Infrastructure

new design solutions are formed, offers clarity in a process of designing landscapes. 
However, this conceptualization of a proposed landscape separated into layers can 
leave it insufficiently resolved as well as reinforcing static hierarchies of unconnected 
processes. Field Operations, in stage one of the master plan competition (2001), sep-
arated out the “alien” conditions of waste from the historic ecologies and photogenic 
social program set out in the Lifescape proposal, an approach criticized by Pollak, 
who sees potential in the “dark and disordered waste” (2002, 59). Understanding 
how these layers of process relate, connect, and influence each other could begin 
to overcome conventional engineered impositions. New approaches could begin 
to address the continued dominance of scenographic media and commodification 
through layering; they could challenge techniques that narrow an understanding of 
ecology and social programs; and inventive connections between these layers could 
be explored through inventive representations.

The projects of Matta-Clark and Ukeles begin, however, to meld processes—in 
particular, production and destruction. These artists define processes of change. This 
does not negate the significance of creative interventions but highlights those that are 
fundamentally adaptive rather than additive. These artists synthesize their concep-
tions with the will of the site rather than exposing the site to their creative method, 
a combination of design and site processes that allows the further delineation of 
spaces, generation of forms, and redefinition of landscape processes.

This synthesis of production and destruction and adaptive processes rather than 
additive could be imagined through the long-term development of the Fresh Kills 
Park beyond the timescale of the master plan. As Matta-Clark accelerates the dete-
rioration of his truck through crushing and burying it in the waste so the decomposi-
tion of the waste is accelerated through the imposition of the cap. At some point in 
the future, as the waste becomes inert and the gas ceases to be produced, the protec-
tive clay cap and the gas collection system will become redundant. At this point, 
new processes could be engaged to open up the cap in a celebratory phase of growth, 
production, and destruction. It is this profound reorganization that Pope describes as 
the “promiscuous intermingling of the natural and the man-made” (1996, 211).

This chapter concludes that increased spatiotemporal site-specificity can inform a 
deeper response to a site through programmatic and conceptual frameworks for interven-
tion, allowing site processes to delineate spaces, generate forms, and redefine our rela-
tionship with landscape. A greater connection between physical and conceptual layers 
and an extended timeframe could open up the potential of a site—interrogating moments 
of variance and accepting the unpredictability of unforeseen events. This technique 
could redirect, adapt, and combine disparate processes while multiple phases of design, 
implementation, maturation, and decline accept the entropic nature of the site and could 
be considered as opportunities for human engagement with the frequently restricted con-
ceptions of nature and strictly concealed processes of waste.
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